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The Basics: In Brief
Empowering Research
The Arousal Continuum
Mantra for the Ages

The Boy Who Was Raised as a Dog
Bruce Perry, Ph.D., M.D.
Indeed, long-term and enduring changes to neural networks can be
created by an intense period of stimulation that lasts less than a minute.
Synaptic splitting, which is one way these connections can change, can
occur in mere seconds of intense stimulation – and if the intense
experience is repeated four times within an hour, the change will be
maintained long term.
Just as a traumatic experience can alter a life in an instant, so too can a
therapeutic encounter.

The good news is that anyone can help with this part of ‘therapy’ – it
merely requires being present in social settings and being, well, basically,
kind. An attentive, attuned, and responsive person will help create
opportunities for a traumatized child to control the dose and pattern of
rewiring their trauma-related associations. ... The more we can provide
each other these moments of simple, human connection – even a brief
nod or a moment of eye contact – the more we’ll be able to heal those
who have suffered traumatic experience.

Peter Levine: Walking The Tiger
The A and 4 F’s
Arrest-Increased vigilance and arrest
Flight-First try to escape
Fight-If an animal or person is prevented from escaping
Freeze-Frightened; scared stiff
Fold-Collapse into helplessness

Trauma occurs when we are intensely frightened and are either physically restrained or perceive we
are trapped. We freeze in paralysis and/or collapse in overwhelming helplessness.

The Threatened ChildHow Fear Changes Thinking, Feeling and Behaving
Bruce Perry, Ph.D., M.D.
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“Regulate-Relate-Reason”
Bruce Perry, M.D., Ph.D., The Child Trauma Academy

Regulate
Always strive to help a student become regulated or “settled.”
This means they are both physically and emotionally calm.

Relate
Increase student’s ability to feel safe and secure in a working relationship with us.
Often this means listening, reassuring and empathizing with their point of view
before we get to ours.

Reason
Robinson 2015

It’s only after you’ve done these first critical steps of regulating
and relating that the student is ready to reason and
engage in problem solving with you.

Reflection
How does you’re your state of regulation affect your interactions with young people?

Relationships-Strategies

Relationships-Communication Basics

Communication
10% Verbal
40% Paraverbal
tone-even, non-dismissive, non-condescending
volume-match situation and distance
cadence-rate and rhythm

50% Nonverbal
proxemics-personal space
kinesics-body posture and motion

Nonverbal Communication
Daniel J. Siegel, M.D., & Mary Hartzell, M.Ed., (2003)
• Eye Contact
• Facial Expression
• Tone of Voice
• Gestures
• Posture
• Timing of Response
• Intensity of Response

Nonverbal Connection
Nonverbal Signals of Safety
Stephen Porges-The Polyvagal Theory
• Looking directly at the student or sharing attention
• Facial: smiling eyes and mouth
• Kind voice tone
• Relaxed and inviting body posture/gestures

Reflection
When you reflect on your typical nonverbal presentation, which of your nonverbal
behaviorshelp young people feel safe? Feel threatened?

Verbal Communication-“Listen more than you talk.”
Many great resources have been provided by professionals regarding helping youth during the
pandemic and often focus on what to say to them or what to tell them. While there is no doubt
these suggestions are very helpful, don’t forget the importance of listening.
● Listen to what they are up to, what they're interested in and be patient in waiting to hear about
their concerns. When working with people who are under stress, or who are experiencing adverse
conditions, it is important to support their sense of control. That is, we listen for and respond to
their invitation to share significant emotional concerns.
● Listen to yourself. Your presence, or how you show up for kids, can make a huge
difference. When you are present, you are aware of and focused on the young person and not
distracted by things you are thinking about or by events occurring around you. This is especially
important in the online environment as young people cannot see something you attend to offscreen and could mis-interpret your nonverbal behaviors. Your mind should be quiet, your
emotions should be regulated and you should have a calm body. When you are present you are
more receptive and aware of things you can do to make connections with kids.

Verbal Communication-“Hold Back on Suggestions”
For both kids and families it is important to hold back a bit when you are tempted to provide
solutions. Make sure that any feedback you give is within your role.
● Holding back allows you to make sure you accurately hear concerns. Under stress, students and
families may have difficulty clearly expressing themselves.
● Holding back allows you to clarify the concerns you hear and the context of a student’s life.
Under stress you, like all of us, may not accurately hear or understand their concerns.
● Holding back allows you to listen carefully for an invitation to provide suggestions and be
ready to take a step back if you feel some pushback. The mantra, first regulate, then relate and then
reason guides you here too.

Verbal Communication-“Sometimes less is more.”
Young people have less access to their thinking brains when they are under stress. You can see
this in short interactions with them and as well when they struggle to engage with you after their
energy is drained by the effort required to work on longer tasks.

● Provide brief opportunities for connection with youth that have a bit of space in between
them. Instead of trying to have a 20-minute conversation, you will make a more effective
connection with a student if you talk for 5 minutes, have them do something hands-on or active for
10 minutes, and then talk for 5 minutes
● Remember that your presence, tuning into a young person and acknowledging their thoughts
and feelings is healing. You are doing something that is vital, even if you can’t fix what is not
working for them. Always remember, relationships buffer the impact of stress.

Relationships-Awareness of “Triggers”

Triggers-Sense of being out of control, not having power
Christopher Blodgett, Ph.D.
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Transitions/unexpected changes
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Feeling shame
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Feeling vulnerable
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Feeling frightened
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Feeling attacked

•

Positive attention (due to lack of faith that relationships are “true”)

Relationships-Building Connections:
10 Strategies

1. Strengths-Math computation, 4-square, drawing horses:

What strengths does the young person evidence that can be

used to help them approach challenges?

2. Interests-Trains, fashion, cats, NBA basketball:

Are there ways we can a use youth’s interests to increase the relevancy

of program content for them?

3. Points of connection with youth-Fishing, sewing, gardening, Harry Potter books:

What are points of connection
you share with a young person that makes engagement smooth and easy and might help open up a dialogue on challenging
issues?

4. Emotional language-Rate and depth of breathing, facial expression, body posture, muscle, tone of voice and quality of
speech, mood, contact with others (withdrawn to reactive): What cues do you look for to understand the child or
adolescent’s emotional state and well-being?

5. Soothing/regulation strategies-Kinetic sand, reading, mazes, movement:

What soothing or regulation
strategies does a young person seek out independently and can we find program appropriate ways these
strategies can be utilized?

6. Response to co-regulation-Accepting or rejecting:

How does the youth respond to an adult’s attempt to help

them regulate through relationship?

7. Ability to initiate self-regulation strategies-Proactively and productively utilizing calming spaces and regulation
activities: How fluent is a young person at identifying their level of dysregulation, initiating an appropriate regulating activity,
regulating themselves and returning to a program task or activity?

8. Lagging skills-Frustration tolerance, stamina, accepting feedback, understanding the perspective of others:

What skills
are underdeveloped and what are the demands or challenges they face that could overwhelm them? How does this help
us endorse the Mantra, “Kids do Well if They Can?”

9. Engaging a youth’s family and caregivers-What strategies are non-starters and what strategies
facilitate collaboration?

10. Triggers-Corrections, music class, competition, hunger:
trigger the young person and/or result in dysregulation?

What events, settings, interactions, sensations

Reflection
Identify your “go to” connection strategies. List 2 or 3 additional strategies you will try.

Relationships-Resilience Building Interactions:
3 Strategies

Strategy One-Help the young person develop a sense of mastery.
• Praise Effort, Not Outcome
• Pay Attention to Successful Behaviors
• Provide encouragement

Strategy Two-Help the young person develop a positive and realistic self-image.
• Model a positive and realistic self-image
• Help students set attainable goals

Strategy Three-Help the person increase a capacity to tolerate and manage stress.
• Normalize stress in learning.
• Create a way for student to signal distress
• Practice the new behaviors
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